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Highlights

• Overview of the recent advances of 360 video coding, especially in projec-

tion and evaluation methods

• Projections benefiting for 360 video coding are classified and compared

• The current problems and future trends of omnidirectional video process-

ing are discussed
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Abstract

In this paper, we review the recent advances in the pipeline of omnidirectional

video processing including projection and evaluation. Being distinct from the

traditional video, the omnidirectional video, also called panoramic video or 360

degree video, is in the spherical domain, thus specialized tools are necessary. For

this type of video, each picture should be projected to a 2-D plane for encoding

and decoding, adapting to the input of existing video coding systems. Thus the

coding influence of the projection and the accuracy of the evaluation method are

very important in this pipeline. Recent advances, such as different projection

methods benefiting video coding, specialized video quality evaluation metrics

and optimized methods for transmission, are all presented and classified in this

paper. In addition, the coding performances under different projection methods

are specified. The future trends of omnidirectional video processing are also

discussed.

Keywords: Virtual reality; Omnidirectional video; Video coding; Projection;

Evaluation

1. Introduction

Pursuing the immersive experience to simulate the real world in the digi-

tal devices has been an increasingly hot topic. Many efforts are in the way to

provide better user experience with high resolution/quality video, HDR video

Preprint submitted to Signal Processing January 2, 2018
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content, large screen display, etc. Recently, with the availability of commercial5

Virtual Reality (VR) Head Mounted Displays (HMD) such as Oculus Rift or

HTC Vive, VR video application attracts great attention. With these products,

users can enjoy the omnidirectional video and can choose their desired viewport

by moving heads as they do in the real world, thus the immersive experience can

be provided. As the content of VR, the demand of omnidirectional video prolif-10

erates with the increasing attraction and popularity of VR applications, while it

should be noted that there still exist many obstacles for omnidirectional video

processing. For immersive visual experience, high resolution (6K or beyond) and

high frame rate (e.g., 90 fps) are expected, so that the bitstream tends to be very

large, causing severe resource consuming on storage and bandwidth. Therefore,15

improving compression efficiency of omnidirectional video is in urgent demand.

However, being different from the traditional 2-D video, omnidirectional video

is in the spherical domain that is a bounding sphere containing the content of

the whole surroundings. In other words, though many video coding standards

have been developed by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and20

Motion Picture Expert Group (MPEG), e.g., H.264/AVC [1], H.265/HEVC [2],

there is no specialized video coding algorithm for spherical domain video coding.

The lack of efficient compression method for omnidirectional video significantly

affects the development of VR application.

To improve the omnidirectional video coding efficiency, Joint Video Explo-25

ration Team (JVET) of ITU-T SG16 WP3 and ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11

have established an Ad hoc group for this research recently. Considering the

development and efficiency of current conventional video coding standards, it

is suggested to project the original spherical information into a 2-D plane for

encoding so that the current video coding framework can be used. The pipeline30

of omnidirectional video coding is shown in Fig. 1, from which the following

challenging issues are illustrated:

(1) Projections: The transformation from sphere to 2-D plane will intro-

duce artifacts, like the redundant samples, shape distortion and discontinuous

boundary. The redundant samples cause many invalid pixels to be coded. The35
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Figure 1: The pipeline of omnidirectional video coding.

discontinuous boundary affects the prediction performance and the shape dis-

tortion leads to inefficient Motion Estimation (ME) and Motion Compensation

(MC) in video coding. In general, different projection methods result in differ-

ent kinds of artifacts. For example, Equirectangular Projection (ERP) suffers

from redundant samples and horizontal stretching problem near the pole area.40

For the research of high efficiency omnidirectional video coding, it is necessary

to evaluate the coding performance of different projections and choose the best

one, despite that there are infinite kinds of projections and each brings unique

effect on the final 2-D plane [3].

(2) Evaluation criteria: Quality assessment is an important issue in video45

coding. In traditional 2-D video coding, a great number of objective quality

metrics have been proposed, e.g., mean squared error (MSE), PSNR, structural

similarity index (SSIM) [4], and many other full reference (FR) image/video

quality assessment methods baed on human visual system (HVS) [5][6][7][8][9].

It should be noted that omnidirectional video is commonly represented by pro-50

jection planes. At the display side, an inverse projection is performed before

viewport rendering. This non-linear transformation leads to the condition that

the pixels in these two domains do not correspond to each other, which means

the distortion calculated in 2-D plane cannot reflect the actual distortion in

spherical domain. To measure the accurate quality, a new evaluation criterion55

should be proposed.

Besides, as mentioned before, the omnidirectional video coding and eval-
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uation is different from that of the traditional video, thus some specialized

optimization algorithms are also proposed to improve the coding and trans-

mission efficiency. Generally, the research on omnidirectional video coding is60

on the rise. Many new schemes have been proposed, thus a detailed summa-

rization is necessary. In this paper, we give a review of the recent advances

in the omnidirectional video for those aforementioned challenges, especially in

the projection process and evaluation metrics. Since the coding optimization

tools are mostly designed for a specific projection map and currently the pri-65

mary projection method has not been specified yet, it is not involved in this

paper and some typical algorithms can be found in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The

organization of the paper is as follows. We describe the background and the

framework for omnidirectional video coding in next section. A review and dis-

cussion of different projection methods are given in Section 3. In Section 4, the70

recent advances in the omnidirectional video quality evaluation are presented.

The performance of different projections and the accuracy of different evaluation

metrics are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our paper in Section

6.

2. The Framework for Omnidirectional Video Coding75

As a joint group of ITU-T SG16 WP3 and ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11,

JVET is the main international working group for the research and standard-

ization of omnidirectional video coding. The goal of their research will mostly

be involved in this paper, which can be summarized as:

• Study the effect on compression of different omnidirectional video projec-80

tions.

• Discuss refinements of common test conditions, test sequences, and eval-

uation criteria, including subjective evaluation/objective evaluation.

• Study viewpoint generation methods and viewport-dependent video cod-

ing and streaming.85
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Figure 2: Omnidirectional video testing procedure recommended by JVET.

• Study coding tools dedicated to omnidirectional video, and their impact

on compression.

Fig. 2 shows the omnidirectional video coding framework recommended

by JVET. First, high fidelity test materials are provided in ERP and will be

regarded as the ground truth for quality evaluation. Various projections are90

generated from these high fidelity test materials for coding efficiency compar-

ison. Since the pixels in the projection plane mostly do not correspond to

the integer pixels in the original sphere, interpolation operation is necessary

in the projection process. He et al. pointed out that for luma pixel inter-

polation, 6 tap Lanczos is the best choise and for chroma, 4 tap Lanczos is95

accurate enough, which gives a good trade off between the accuracy and time

consuming [16], and thus being suggested in the testing procedure. Besides,

the down-sampling process is used to eliminate the unfair bias among ERP and

other projections [17][18]. For quality evaluation, the uniform quality evalua-

tion methods in spherical domain like CPP-PSNR, S-PSNR and WS-PSNR are100

selected and they will be introduced in details in Section 4. Traditional PSNR

is used to evaluate the quality in rendered viewport. The encoder/decoder for

coding process is agnostic while HM [19] or JEM [20] is preferred. This testing

procedure is only used for research, especially for the exploration on the coding

efficiency of different projections and the difference of several quality evaluation105
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Figure 3: The map projected by ERP.

metrics. It is noted if the projection method and evaluation criterion are speci-

fied, the testing procedure can be simplified and the down-smapling process will

be unnecessary.

3. Omnidirectional video projections

Omnidirectional video projection can be classified into two categories: viewport-110

independent projection and viewport-dependent projection. The viewport-independent

projection can be further classified into map-based projection, patch-based pro-

jection, tile-based projection and rotation-based projection. For the viewport-

dependent projection, it is used for VR streaming, thus some generalized pro-

jection methods benefiting for streaming (e.g. tiling methods) are also included.115

3.1. Viewport-independent projection

3.1.1. Map-based projection

Equirectangular Projection (ERP) and Cylindrical Equal-Area Projection

(EAP) are the two most original projections, which derive from the map pro-

jection. Thus, the compression efficiency is not the key factor to be considered120

in ERP and EAP.

As shown in Fig. 3, the horizontal and vertical coordinates in ERP corre-

spond to the longitude and the latitude in sphere. Since the longitude varies

from 0 to 2π and latitude varies from 0 to π, the ERP is normally presented in a
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Figure 4: The map projected by EAP.

2:1 ratio of width to height. Because ERP is intuitive and easy to generate, it is125

the most commonly used projection method. But its drawback is also obvious,

i.e., the oversampling near the pole resulting in large shape distortion and much

bit wasting in encoding.

Similar to ERP, EAP is originally a map projection method, which is pro-

posed to solve the oversampling problem in ERP. As shown in Fig. 4, EAP130

adaptively decreases the sampling rate in vertical coordinate by multiplying

cos(θ), where θ is the latitude. In this way, EAP can avoid oversampling and

guarantee that the area is equal to the original sphere, at the cost of a more

serious shape distortion.

The Cube Map Projection (CMP) assumes that there is a circumscribed135

cubic box surrounding the sphere, the pixels on the sphere are projected to the

cube firstly, then cube is unfolded into 6 surfaces and rearranged for compact

expression. Different arrangements of the unfolded surfaces cause different com-

pression efficiency [21]. Currently, the arrangement in Fig. 5 is suggested by

JVET. Compared with ERP, CMP is more suitable for graphics library ren-140

dering, thus it is mostly used in VR games. And the shape is not distorted in

CMP, bringing a better ME and MC efficiency. Whilst, the cubic projection

still results in a suboptimal resolution distribution, with resolution increasing

towards the corners of the cube and away from the forward viewing direction.

In [22], the oversampling rate of CMP is given, which is up to 190% compared145
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Figure 5: The map projected by CMP.

to the original sphere.

3.1.2. Patch-based projection

It must be pointed out that CMP is a kind of patch-based projection. To

solve the oversampling problem of CMP, some newly proposed method try to

use polyhedron with more faces to approach the ideal sampling rate. We name150

them patch-based projections.

As shown in Fig. 6, a dodecahedron-projection is proposed in [23]. The

sphere is projected to a rhombus dodecahedron, then it is split and rearranged

into a 3 × 4 rectangle. The principle of rearrangement depends on the location

correlation, in order to reduce the discontinuous side as far as possible.155

A similar octahedron-projection, i.e., OHP is introduced in [24][25], which is

illustrated as Fig. 7. The information in spherical domain is projected to the oc-

tahedron face and then unfolded. For patch-based projections, there are many

kinds of arrangement methods for the rearrangement of patches. JVET rec-

ommends two rearrangement schemes for coding efficiency comparison namely160

Compact Layout 1 for the Octahedron Projection (COHP1) and Compact Lay-

out 2 for the Octahedron Projection (COHP2).

Besides, another Icosahedron Projection (ISP) is proposed by Samsung [26],

which can be rearranged into a compact format as well, called CISP. Fig. 8

9
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Figure 6: The rhombus dodecahedron projection. [23]

Figure 7: The process of OHP and COHP.
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Figure 8: The process of CISP.

illustrate the projection process.165

For these patch-based projections, more faces or more patches decrease the

oversampling rate, at the cost of an increasing number of discontinuous bound-

aries. To solve the oversampling problem of CMP whilst avoiding the rise of

discontinuous boundaries, Google and Qualcomm Inc. conducted two similar

work, where Equi-Angular Cubemap (EAC) Projection and Adjusted Cubemap170

Projection (ACP) are provided [27][28]. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the oversam-

pling problem of CMP is due to the nonuniform projection in different angles,

thus a nonlinear transformation is proposed. As illustrated by the blue line in

Fig. 9(b), after the first projection calculated by the original CMP, a sampling

rate adjustment process will be added based on the location to compensate the175

oversampling problem introduced by the original CMP. The horizontal axis in

Fig. 9(b) means the current angle to the center, where 0.5 corresponds to the

diagonal in Fig. 9(a). The vertical axis is the second sampling rate in the

adjustment process.

3.1.3. Tile-based projection180

Yu et al. [29] proposes a tile-based projection, which splits the ERP plane

into several tiles shown in Fig. 10. The sampling rate in horizontal direction is
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Figure 9: The ACP projection. (a) shows the problem in traditional CMP. (b) is the adjust-

ment function of ACP projection.

Figure 10: Illustration of tiled-based projection proposed by Yu et al. [29].

decreased according to the original sampling rate on the sphere surface, thus the

oversampling can be avoided. As illustrated in [29], this scheme could promote

up to 12.2% coding efficiency in intra coding.185

As shown in Fig. 11, a similar tile-based projection is introduced by Li

et al. [22]. Two poles in sphere are projected to circles instead of tiles, to

eliminate distortion and improve the coding efficiency. In [22], the sampling

rate of this scheme is calculated, which is about 113% while the sampling rate

of Yu’s method is 123%, thus it has better coding efficiency compared with Yu’s190

work. They further optimizes their work in the JVET proposal [30], in which

the vertical layout is suggested for the sake of a smaller line buffer [30]. The

number of tiles is decreased to 3 for less discontinuous boundaries as well. This

new scheme, also called Segmented Sphere Projection (SSP), is illustrated in

Fig. 12.195

Apart from the projections mentioned above, Sreedhar et al. [31] proposes

to use nested polygonal chain packing to solve the distortion in the pole area of

12
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Figure 11: Illustration of tiled-based projection proposed by Li et al. [22].

Figure 12: The process of SSP [30].

ERP. A similar method is introduced by Wang [32] from Peking University.

3.1.4. Rotation-based projection

Some work found that the coding efficiency could be further improved by200

rotating the original sphere surface before projection [34][35]. On this basis, a

Rotated Sphere Projection (RSP) is proposed by Abbas [33] from Gopro Inc.,

this scheme unfolds the sphere under two different rotation angle and stitches

them like a baseball surface. As shown in Fig. 13, in this projection, two faces

are arranged in two rows in the final projection plane. The first face (or row)205

can be obtained by directly clipping the middle 270× 90 degree region from the

ERP image. If we rotate the sphere, ERP image can also be rotated so that

pixels at the poles are brought to the equator and pixels corresponding to back

face are brought to the front, then the second face (or row) is generated by

clipping the same region as the first face. The dotted line in Fig. 13 illustrates210

the clipping region.
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Figure 13: The process of RSP. [33]

3.2. Viewport-dependent projection

3.2.1. Typical viewport-dependent projection

Differing from the viewport-independent projection, this kind of projection

takes the Field of View (FoV) into consideration. The main idea is to transmit215

only the visible information instead of alleviating projection distortion like the

viewport-independent projection. A pyramid projection is proposed by Face-

book Inc. [36], as shown in Fig. 14. The original spherical surface is projected

to a pyramid, and then unfolded and rearranged to a rectangular. The area of

user’s current view will be projected to the bottom of the pyramid, which is the220

only face sampled in full resolution while others will be projected to the other

faces of the pyramid. By this way much bit rate can be reduced by ignoring

the irrelevant pixels, which is beneficial for streaming. However, this scheme

needs to encode one video into multi representations for different viewport, and

choose the corresponding faces according to the user’s view. In their work,225

30 unfolded pyramid maps with different viewports are pre-encoded, thus this

scheme can save a lot of transmission bandwidth, but at the cost of storage re-

source. Besides, similar scheme is also proposed by Qualcomm, named as TSP

[37]. The TSP uses quadrangular frustum pyramid instead of pyramid, which

can alleviate the video quality degradation when users change their viewpoint.230
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Figure 14: The process of the pyramid projection. [36]

Figure 15: Visualization of the tiling approach. [38]

3.2.2. Geometric-layout-agnostic approach

As mentioned, typical viewport-dependent projections are designed for stream-

ing extremely high bit rate omnidirectional video in the such limited band-

width. Actually, there are some other methods, we name them geometric-layout-

agnostic approach, to address the same issue. Although it is hard to identify235

whether this approach belongs to projection or streaming technology, consid-

ering the intrinsic similarity between these methods (streaming corresponding

video signal according to user’s view), we still decide to introduce them in this

Section.
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As a typical projection-agnostic approach, tiling has been well studied in240

some earlier work [39][40][41], which aim to split the large-resolution video into

several tiles and transmit them independently. Specifically, only the visible tiles

corresponding to user’s view are transmitted (or in higher quality/resolution).

Fig. 15 visualizes a typical tiling approach where all the tiles are pre-encoded

in a set of quality levels. At the streaming process, only the tiles containing245

visible area are transmitted in high quality or high resolution and the other tiles

are streamed in basic low-quality level. In these tiling methods, the projection

layout is agnostic. ERP is used for tiling in [42][43][38]. CMP is used in [44],

and in [45][46] the so called hexaface sphere is used as the geometric layout.

MPEG-DASH is mostly used to support their work, where Media Presentation250

Description (MPD) [47] stores all the tiles with different video quality/resolution

(e.g., [45][46][48]). When the client requests for a video with viewport, the

server will transmit the corresponding tiles by the MPD file. Besides, utilizing

the scalable video coding (SVC) base and enhancement layers [44] is another

choice to support the tiles with a set of quality levels.255

In [49], it it pointed out that there are several drawbacks for the tiling meth-

ods, e.g., the client has to reconstruct the video from independent tiles so that

the latency may be increased. Thus, in the proposed work, a viewport-adaptive

quality method is assumed to be better. As illustrated in Fig. 16, the server

pre-defines several ROI areas named quality emphasized region (QER), which260

means the quality of ROI area is much better than the others. Given different

QER, each video is encoded into multi-representation for storing. At the trans-

mission side, the corresponding representation is sent. Compared to the tiling

methods, this approach can solve the tile independence problem, remove the

additional reconstruction process and reduce the file number, while the storage265

redundancy for non-ROI area (many duplications exist in each representation)

cannot be neglected, neither do the problems of Facebook pyramid projection

and TSP.
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Figure 16: Viewport-adaptive streaming system: the server offers 6 representations (3 QERs

at 2 bit-rates). [49]

4. Omnidirectional Video Quality Evaluation

To evaluate the coding efficiency of the large amount of projection meth-270

ods proposed in the previous section, an accurate omnidirectional video quality

evaluation criterion must be adopted. Since omnidirectional video will be ren-

dered to sphere or viewport after decoding for human viewing, the problem

that PSNR does not reflect the actual omnidirectional video quality needs to

be addressed. In this section, the objective quality evaluation indicators recom-275

mended by JVET are reviewed.

Considering that the videos will be rendered to the sphere, Yu et al.[17]

proposed an evaluation framework upon the spherical domain. As shown in

Fig. 17. The pixels in the original map and in the encoded 2-D plane were

first mapped to the same sphere. Then a large number (in the implementation,280

655362 was applied) of sampling points uniformly distributing on the sphere

were used to calculate the mean error between the original and encoded signals

as a replacement of PSNR calculated in 2-D plane. In this work, two indicators,

i.e., S-PSNR and L-PSNR, were given. L-PSNR assigns larger weight to the

pixels near equator, while S-PSNR does not. S-PSNR is adopted by JVET285

committee as one of the indicators, which can approximate the average quality

on all of the possible views presented to the observers.

In order to conduct an equal comparison of videos across multiple projection

17
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Figure 17: S-PSNR: Comparison of signals on a same sphere. [13]

Figure 18: CPP-PSNR: Project to sphere First and calculate upon CPP projection. [13]

schemes, another indicator is proposed by Zakharchenko et al. [50, 51, 52], which

is called CPP-PSNR. Like S-PSNR, CPP-PSNR also maps the pixels from 2-D290

plane to sphere first. While S-PSNR uses limited number of sampling points,

CPP-PSNR chooses a craster parabolic projection [53] (CPP) method to project

the sphere without spatial resolution change, which is shown in Fig. 18. All

the test videos were transformed into the CPP format so that the distortion

could then be calculated in the CPP plane, which enables quality comparisons295

between different projection schemes under equal condition and eliminates the

influence of projection variations on the quality.

Apart from S-PSNR and CPP-PSNR, WS-PSNR proposed by Sun [54, 55]

is also an important indicator. Compared with the aforementioned two metrics,

this scheme does not need to remap the plane. Instead, it evaluates the distor-

tion with the weights given offline. For example, the weights of distortion in

ERP is shown in (1):

W (i, j) =
w (i, j)∑width−1

i=0

∑height−1
j=0 w (i, j)

(1)

where width and height are the size of images. w(i, j) is the scaling factor of

area from equirectangular to sphere, which can be represented as:

w (i, j) = cos

((
j − height

2
+

1

2

)
· π

height

)
(2)
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Like the formula of PSNR ,WS-PSNR is obtained using:

WSPSNR = 10 log

(
MAX2

WMSE

)
(3)

WMSE =

width−1∑

i=0

height−1∑

j=0

(
y (i, j) − y′ (i, j)

)2 ·W (i, j) (4)

where W is calculated in (1), y(i, j), y′(i, j) are the original pixel value and

reconstruct pixel value and MAX is the max pixel value in the image. It

should be noted that different projections lead to different weights. As for cubic

projection with a× a resolution, the scaling factor is [54]:

w(i, j) =

(
3 +

(i+ 1)2 + (j + 1)2 − (i+ j) · a
a2/4

)−3/2

(5)

where (i, j) denotes the position in a face instead of the whole frame. The

formula is the same for each face.

Without resampling, WS-PSNR shows more robust performance than S-300

PSNR and CPP-PSNR given high frequency distortions in that the latter two

methods conduct interpolation in resampling process and thus eliminating some

noises, especially in high frequency domain, which results in inaccurate perfor-

mance under this circumstance.

In general, all the metrics mentioned above fix the flaws of the conventional305

PSNR on omnidirectional video quality evaluation from different aspects and are

recommended as the quality indicators of omnidirectional videos in the common

test condition (CTC) by JVET [18].

5. The Comparison of Projections and Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate the influence of different projections and validate the accuracy310

of different evaluation criteria, a simulative experiment is conducted. The ex-

periment is conducted under the testing procedure shown in Fig. 2, which is

recommended by JVET for the evaluation of different projections.

In accordance with the common test condition (CTC), 10 test sequences

recommended by JVET are chosen, as shown in Fig. 19, the resolution of315
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Figure 19: The thumbnails of the test sequences.
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Table 1: Comparison in random access main10 configuration

Projections

S-PSNR NN S-PSNR I WS-PSNR CPP-PSNR

Y U V Y U V Y U V Y U V

EAP vs. ERP 11.7% -2.3% -3.1% 11.9% -2.4% -3.2% 11.5% -2.3% -3.2% 11.6% -2.4% -3.3%

CMP vs. ERP -3.9% -2.6% -2.5% -3.8% -2.7% -2.7% -3.8% -2.7% -2.6% -3.8% -2.8% -2.8%

COHP1 vs. ERP -1.3% 3.3% 2.3% -1.3% 3.0% 2.0% -1.4% 3.3% 2.3% -1.4% 3.0% 2.0%

COHP2 vs. ERP 2.5% 12.2% 11.1% 2.5% 11.4% 10.5% 2.5% 12.1% 11.1% 2.5% 11.5% 10.6%

CISP vs. ERP -5.0% -0.4% -1.2% -4.9% -0.6% -1.3% -5.2% -0.5% -1.3% -5.0% -0.6% -1.4%

SSP vs. ERP -9.8% -3.2% -3.8% -9.4% -3.3% -3.9% -9.8% -3.1% -3.7% -9.5% -3.5% -4.1%

ACP vs. ERP -11.3% -6.3% -6.4% -11.2% -6.4% -6.6% -11.3% -6.3% -6.4% -11.2% -6.4% -6.6%

RSP vs. ERP -10.5% -4.4% -5.1% -10.3% -4.7% -5.3% -10.5% -4.5% -5.2% -10.4% -4.8% -5.4%

these sequences is 8192 × 4096 or 3840 × 1920. The down-sampling operation

is conducted in the projection process and the down-sampled projection map is

used as the input of the codec. In this experiment, typical projection methods

are selected, including ERP, EAP, CMP, COHP1, COHP2, CISP, Vertical SSP,

ACP, and RSP, where ERP is selected as the anchor. Since the objective quality320

evaluation criteria are all designed for the evaluation of the whole map and

cannot handle the viewport-dependent projections, they are not involved in this

experiment. This test is under the the latest available JVET CTC [18]. 360Lib

2.1 and HM 16.15 are selected as the software. The QP values are 22, 27, 32

and 37 respectively. According to the CTC, our experiment is only conducted325

in the random access (RA) configuration. The results are shown in Table 1 and

Fig. 20.

In this table, BD-Rate is calculated according to different evaluation meth-

ods, where S-PSNR I and S-PSNR NN are all based on S-PSNR, the difference

is that S-PSNR I uses the Lanczos interpolation to calculate the fractional pix-330

els values, whilst S-PSNR NN only uses the nearest neighbor algorithm for the

calculation of the values in fractional pixels. From this table, we can see that

ACP outperforms others in all evaluation criteria and different evaluation crite-

ria have the similar BD-rate value. Besides, some noticeable phenomenon can

also be found: Sampling rate does not necessarily correlate with coding perfor-335

mance. As we can see, EAP solves the oversampling problem of ERP, and the

oversampling problem of CMP is much worse than ERP, while the coding per-
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Figure 20: The coding results of the same sequence in different types of projection (QP = 37,

Sequence: DrivingInCountry): (a) ERP, (b) EAP, (c) CMP, (d) ACP, (e) COHP1, (f) vertical

SSP, (g) COHP2, (h) CISP, and (i) RSP.
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Figure 21: The coding results shown by viewport. (QP = 37, Sequence: DrivingInCountry)

(a) shows the viewport of ERP and magnifying local areas from the viewport. (b) shows the

viewport of ACP and magnifying local areas from the viewport.

formance is opposite. The coding efficiency and shape distortion have a strong

correlation, so that we can see all the projections except EAP achieves great

improvement compared with ERP.340

From Fig. 20, it can be noted that most of the projections clip the pic-

tures and rearrange them, generating discontinuous boundaries in the projec-

tion maps. Although some projections like CISP [26] and SSP [30] have tried

to alleviate the discontinuity, the improvement is quite limited currently. The

discontinuous boundaries may greatly influence intra prediction and motion esti-345

mation in video coding and consequently introduce some artifacts. To illustrate

the problem, we zoom in some local areas of the viewport (a) and (b) shown in

Fig. 21. (a) is the viewport from ERP and (b) is that from ACP. Since ACP

achieves better coding performance than ERP, it generally retains more details
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as shown in the yellow circle area. Concerning the discontinuity marked out350

with the white circle, however, inevitably affects the subjective perception of

the quality. Padding/Overlapping method [29][56] in the discontinuous area can

be seen as a compromise between the coding efficiency and perceptual quality.

But due to the unavoidable coding performance decrease, further researches are

still expected to address this dilemma.355

6. Discussions and Conclusions

As a trend of future, it is obvious that VR technology has a broad space of

application, but the large bitstream of omnidirectional video and the consump-

tion of bandwidth pose a great challenge to the existing technologies. In this

paper, we review most of the projection and quality evaluation methods, where360

various orientation of omnidirectional video research is opened:

(1) Compared with the traditional ERP projection, some of the new viewport-

independent projection have achieved a good improvement, but it is still hard to

meet the demand for real time transmission of extremely high-resolution. Op-

positely, viewport-dependent approach can save much bandwidth when trans-365

mitting, while the duplication of bit-stream is the severe restriction for its ap-

plication in storage area. Thus, a better representation approach which has the

ability to facilitate the coding efficiency further or to combine the advantage of

both sides is still in need.

(2) Since the streaming VR can be applied in many applications, the de-370

mand of viewport-dependent and corresponding evaluation criteria is going on

the rise. For the objective quality evaluation criteria reviewed in this paper, al-

though the metrics compared in the experiments are very similar and accurate,

they are all designed for the evaluation of the whole map, which cannot handle

the viewport-dependent projection. Evaluation criteria designed for viewport-375

dependent methods should not only take the PSNR calculated in viewport. The

quality of viewport-surrounding area is also required since the viewport predic-

tion error or transmission delay in the system is uncontrollable. The weights
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of the non-viewport area should be defined corresponding to the accuracy of

the viewport between which the client requested and received. Besides, Hu-380

man visual system (HVS) is well studied in 2-D image/video objective quality

evaluation, more research efforts are still expected for omnidirectional video.

In general, efforts are still on the way for omnidirectional video coding. As

the future video coding standard (FVC) will begin to call for proposal, which

also includes VR video coding, We believe that, in the near future, VR video385

compression can be perfectly handled and the immersive experience can be

throughly enjoyed.
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